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Abstract Combining haptics with functional magnetic resonance imaging (Haptic
fMRI) has enabled complex motor neuroimaging experiments that non-invasively
map real-world motor tasks on to the human brain. The technique’s resolution, fidelity
and susceptibility to scanning artifacts, however, have not yet been estimated in
a quantitative manner. Here, we demonstrate that unconstrained three degree-offreedom Haptic fMRI experiments can reliably activate brain regions involved in
planning, motor control, haptic perception, and vision. We show that associated
neural measurements are reliable, heterogeneous at the millimeter scale, and free
from measurable artifacts, and that their anatomical localization is consistent with
past neuroscience experiments. In addition, we demonstrate the feasibility of using
electromagnetic actuation in Haptic fMRI interfaces to apply high fidelity openloop three-axis haptic forces (0.5–2N; square or 0.1–65Hz sine waveforms) while
maintaining negligible temporal noise in pre-motor, motor, somatosensory, and visual
cortex (<1 % of signal). Our results show that Haptic fMRI is a robust and reliable
technique for characterizing the human brain’s motor controller.
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1 Introduction
Human motor neuroimaging experiments presently involve either uncontrolled limb
motions or simple visuo-motor tasks within a constrained workspace, which has
limited our understanding of motion and force control in the brain. Haptic fMRI
promises to overcome this limitation by imaging the brain with fMRI [1, 2] while
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Fig. 1 Mapping motor responses in cortex: a HFI, a three degree-of-freedom fMRI-compatible
haptic interface. b Reliable responses in motor (M) and somatosensory (S) cortex during a task that
involves motor planning, reaching, and feedback trajectory control. Voxels with >15 % variance
explained (R 2 > 0.15; see Appendix) are shown on the brain’s surface and on an inflated mesh.
Distribution histograms for motor and somatosensory cortex are inset

subjects simultaneously perform unconstrained three dimensional tasks in a virtual
haptic simulation environment [3]. Engineering fMRI-compatible haptic interfaces
for neuroscience experiments, however, requires achieving high-fidelity force control, backdrivability, natural operator-motion statistics [4], and uniform inertial properties [5] across a large three-dimensional workspace. Moreover, the devices must
operate in a robust manner in large magnetic fields, elicit reliable subject motions
and neural activation, and avoid injecting noise into fMRI measurements.
In this paper, we demonstrate that Haptic fMRI experiments elicit reliable neural
activation for motor planning, unconstrained three-dimensional motions, and visual
and force perception (Fig. 1). All neural activation patterns are localized to expected
anatomical regions based on past experiments [6–10]. Our results use two experiments that independently contrast either planning and motion, or vision and force
perception. To ensure accurate force rendering, we demonstrate that our electromagnetically actuated haptic interface can achieve high fidelity open-loop three-axis
force control inside the MRI scanner while limiting performance decreases (<2–
3 %) to levels below human perception [11]. Finally, we show that our experiments
achieve temporal noise levels similar to the scanner’s baseline (median noise-tosignal = 0.85 %) in pre-motor, motor, somatosensory, parietal, and visual cortex.
Combined with past results that demonstrate HFI’s haptic transparency, high fidelity
motion monitoring, uniform inertial properties, reliable subject motions, and lack
of confounding artifacts [12–14], this paper establishes Haptic fMRI as an effective
motor neuroscience technique for three dimensional manipulation tasks.
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2 Related Work and Technical Approach
Past research on fMRI-compatible haptic interfaces for motor control experiments
has primarily focused on avoiding electromagnetic actuation, which simplified
fMRI compatibility but limited device transparency, backdrivability, or degreesof-freedom. MRI-compatible actuation mechanisms developed in the past include
electro-active polymers [15], pneumatics [16, 17], hydraulics [18, 19], and cables
driven by remote actuators [20]. An alternative approach modified an electromagnetically actuated PHANTOM device [21, 22] for MRI by using RF shields and a
long carbon fiber extension rod attached to a linear rail (to improve stiffness); the
device, however, can not span the entire MRI workspace.
To overcome the limitations of earlier designs, we designed and built an fMRIcompatible haptic interface, HFI (see Fig. 1a), with three degrees-of-freedom that
span the entire MRI workspace (also see [12]). We used electromagnetic actuators
for high frequency force control, low gear ratios (20 in-plane, 30 vertical axis) to
ensure backdrivability, lightweight composites to ensure haptic transparency, and
a mechanical structure that places actuators beyond the 400 Gauss static-field to
limit magnetic interference in the motors. Furthermore, we mitigated eddy currents
in motors induced by time-varying magnetic fields during fMRI scans by limiting
motor displacement to <2 cm. The device’s low and uniform inertia (x = 0.81,
y = 0.22, z = 0.27 kg; condition number 3.81) help minimize friction (0.01–0.3 N),
make it transparent, and elicit stereotypical motion patterns across subjects [13].
HFI’s ability to support Haptic fMRI experiments that involve unconstrained arm
motions promises to enable complex motor studies capable of testing how generative
motor coordination models [23–25] map on to the human brain. Moreover, allowing non-invasive human motor neuroscience studies promises to help cross-validate
decades of past animal neuroscience experiments, which have studied how the brain
represents forces [26], movement direction [27–30], spatial gradients [31, 32], muscular activation [33–35], arm orientation [34, 36], limb joints [37], reach distance
[38], motor planning [39], and hand position, velocity and acceleration [40].

3 Experimental Results
We focused on testing whether Haptic fMRI experiments conducted with our haptic
interface, HFI, could enable controlled neuroscience experiments that localize neural
activation patterns for planning, motion, vision, and force perception to expected
brain regions. Our goal was to demonstrate that neural activation patterns obtained
with Haptic fMRI match past research. This is important because the technique’s
novelty and reliance on indirect fMRI neural measurements (blood oxygenation
response; see Appendix for details) have raised questions about the limits of spatiotemporal resolution and the potential for inducing complex noise patterns. Moreover,
past attempts to use electromagnetic actuation with fMRI have resulted in unac-
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ceptable noise [18]—potentially because of inadequate radiofrequency shielding
or unsuitable scanning hardware and protocols. In contrast, our earlier experiments
found that HFI’s shields limited noise due to electromagnetic actuation during uncontrolled haptic experiments [12]. Our past work, however, did not test the shields’
effectiveness while applying arbitrary force magnitudes, directions, or frequencies.
It also did not test HFI’s ability to generate forces at the end-effector while operating
in the MRI scanner room’s large magnetic fields.

3.1 Neural Activation for Planning and Movement
We demonstrated HFI’s ability to elicit reliable neural activation in the brain using
a motor task that involves planning and reaching to different locations of space,
followed by visuo-motor trajectory tracking in two directions centered around each
reach destination (Figs. 1b, and 2; see video for protocol). The experiment’s goal
was to simultaneously activate as many motor-related regions as possible and test
whether the resulting anatomical localization matched past research findings (see [6]
for a review). As expected, the experiment evoked large reliable neural activation in

Fig. 2 Neural activation for planning and movement: Motion planning and reaching elicit
reliable responses in pre-motor and motor cortex respectively. An impulse response model helped
segregate neural activation during planning and movement into separate time series components
(see Appendix for details). Time series fits are shown for two exemplar voxels for the left reaching
condition; responses to the center and right conditions were similar. Heterogeneous time series in
voxels that are a few centimeters apart indicate that neural activation signals dominate any potential
motion-induced low spatial-frequency artifacts
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primary motor and somatosensory cortex, which have been anatomically connected
to low-level motor control and sensory perception. We also found activation in premotor, supplementary motor, and parietal cortex, which are involved in higher-level
motor and visual processing.
In addition to mapping neural activation reliability across the brain’s regions,
we used a finite impulse response model (see Appendix for details) to estimate time
series responses in individual 2.5×2.5×2.5 mm3 voxels for each task condition (see
Fig. 2). As expected, neural activation in the pre-motor region increased during the
motor planning period before actual movement, and decreased after movement onset.
In contrast, primary motor cortex voxels typically showed a decrease in activation
during planning and an increase during movement. Movement-related activation for
visually-guided trajectory tracking (not shown) were also localized to the motor
regions and were associated with a longer time series activation than reaching, as
expected (trajectory tracking time was 8 s; reaching was 5 s).
This experiment demonstrates that Haptic fMRI’s spatial resolution can reliably
segregate time series responses across brain regions that are a few centimeters apart.
To obtain our results, we avoided spatial smoothing as it reduces noise but correlates
nearby neural activation patterns. As an added advantage, our results also implicitly
indicate the lack of motion or haptic artifacts, which create low spatial-frequency
task-correlated noise and can make time series responses and variability look similar
across nearby brain regions. We noted that the number of reliable voxels in highlevel cortical regions was lower than in the low-level regions for subject two when
compared to subject one. As such, we plotted time series estimates for the less reliable
subject.

3.2 Neural Activation for Vision and Haptic Perception
Having tested neural activation for planning and movement, we proceeded to determine whether we could localize activation for visual and force perception in visual
and somatosensory cortex, respectively. We did so using an experiment design that
exposed subjects to a high contrast checkerboard visual stimulus, or a haptic force
perception stimulus (see Appendix for details). Both stimuli were designed to be
simple, and were each expected to reliably activate their own corresponding (lowlevel) sensory region without activating the other’s. As such, monitoring changes in
visual cortex activation while our haptic interface applied forces would reveal any
radiofrequency noise due to motor operation.
Our experiment elicited reliable neural activation in visual, somatosensory, and
motor cortex (Fig. 3). While we found little pre-motor activation (there was no planning task), we did find activation in parietal (between vision and motor) and supplementary (inner brain) cortex, which have been associated with object perception and
motor control, respectively.
As expected, somatosensory cortex did not respond to the visual stimulus, and
early visual cortex did not respond to the force stimulus. In addition, the presence
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Fig. 3 Neural activation for visual and tactile perception: Vision and haptic-force perception
elicit reliable responses in visual and somatosensory cortex, respectively. Impulse response time
series for exemplar voxels are similar for simultaneous vision and force stimuli, as well as for each
individual stimulus. The lack of spurious activation in visual regions during the force-only stimulus
indicate that neural signals dominate any potential low temporal-frequency task-correlated noise
due to HFI’s electromagnetic actuation

of reliable activation in visual cortex (high R2 ; see exemplar voxel’s time series)
indicates low radiofrequency interference when motors actively apply haptic forces.
It is noteworthy that visual cortex responses to the checkerboard are more reliable
than somatosensory cortex responses to force perception. There are a few reasons
for this. First, the high-contrast checkerboard is a well tested visual stimulus that
is known to strongly activate early visual cortex [41]. Since no past fMRI studies
have estimated time series activation for multi-axis force perception while the arm is
unconstrained, our experiment was likely suboptimal and may be greatly improved
in the future. Second, our force perception stimulus was oriented along one of eight
random directions (see Appendix for details). We did so to probe visual cortex while
actuating multiple motors in HFI with a variety of currents. While this increased
the chance that HFI would generate interfering radiofrequency noise, it also led to
less-reliable neural activation patterns for force perception.

3.3 Force Generation in the MRI Scanner
Having elicited expected neural activation for eight force directions in our perception
experiment, we proceeded to test HFI’s ability to apply forces in any direction (Fig. 4).
Our force sensing rig, however, was not MRI-compatible and had to be placed at the
10 Gauss line, far away from the MRI machine. As such, we placed HFI at the 400
Gauss magnetic field line—its typical position—but inverted its direction to point
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Fig. 4 Force generation in an MRI scanner: HFI reliably produced desired forces at the endeffector while operating at an MRI scanner’s 400 Gauss line—its typical position during Haptic
fMRI experiments. a Measured end-effector forces (light blue) closely track desired forces (black).
Directions were uniformly sampled on a sphere in joint-torque space. b Root mean square force
tracking errors for end-effector forces and joint torques for two applied joint torque levels (1, 1.5 nm;
light and dark bars) shown for measurements made inside (blue) and outside (red) the MRI scan
room. Noise levels increase marginally in the MRI scan room. c Raw end-effector force time series
shown for three exemplar directions (top-left). Measured forces (solid lines) closely track desired
forces (dashed). Breaking forces along all directions into three individual axes (x:bl, y:br, z:tr)
demonstrates reliable force generation across three log decades. Error-bars are vertical (and small)

away from the scanner bore instead of into it. We then attached the end-effector to
the force sensor and directly measured generated forces.
To test HFI’s force generation, we uniformly sampled joint torque vectors on a
unit sphere, applied each torque vector sequentially to the motors, and measured
the resulting end-effector forces. HFI’s kinematics transform the (unit) joint torque
sphere to an end-effector force ellipsoid characterized by the Jacobian’s eigenvectors.
Our force measurements (see Fig. 4a) matched the theoretical Jacobian [12], and show
that HFI’s force generation is close to isotropic (condition number, 2.18).
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The applied forces and torques have a negligible root mean square error (0.06–
0.3 N; see Fig. 4b), which is below the human detection threshold [11]. Moreover, the
force and torque errors are similar inside and outside the MRI machine. This indicates
that HFI’s motors are sufficiently far from the MRI machine and their performance
is not unaffected by magnetic interference.
Finally, the measured end-effector forces match theoretical predictions over three
decades on a log scale, indicating a high dynamic range (see Fig. 4c). The force
generation becomes less reliable at very low forces (<0.08 N) due to a combination
of sensor noise and device friction.

3.4 Noise During Haptic Force Transmission
Our final experiment quantitatively characterized the temporal noise in our fMRI
measurements for the planning and moving tasks, as well as visual and force perception (Fig. 5). Since our force perception task involved square wave forces, which
might not represent all possible haptic force interactions, we also added a noise test
where HFI applied sine wave forces across a large frequency range (0.1–65 Hz). As
a reference, we also compared temporal noise measurements across these conditions
against noise levels with HFI’s radiofrequency shields removed, and against MRI
scanner baseline noise levels with no device and passive subjects.
We found limited noise in the haptic planning and movement task (Fig. 5a) across
our regions of interest in the cortex. Temporal noise levels increased marginally in
visual cortex for the vision and force perception task, potentially due to a random
combination of higher head motion (up to 1.25 mm), scanner calibration drift, or
interfering motor radiofrequency noise (Fig. 5b). This, however, was one of the worst
runs of the experiment; there are usually scanner-calibration dependent changes
across runs. The noise levels were much lower in other runs (see a second run in
Fig. 5c1; head motion <0.4 mm). We did note a large systematic increase in noise
near the center of the brain, which could be attributed to partial volume artifacts
caused by a proximity to ventricles and other non-brain regions. Moreover, we used
a 32 channel head coil, which surrounds the head and provides higher signal-to-noise
near the surface of the skull.
Our final noise testing condition involved continuously applying a mixture of sine
wave forces with HFI. While potentially unrealistic—applying forces non-stop will
limit any statistical analysis—it does quantify worst-case noise patterns (Fig. 5c2).
Temporal noise levels even in this extreme case were not significantly different
from baseline, and are likely to be dominated by common fMRI artifacts related
to head- and hand-motion, partial voluming, poor scanner calibration, or very high
spatial resolution scanning. With shields removed, however, HFI’s radiofrequency
interference reaches unacceptable levels (Fig. 5c3).
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Fig. 5 Low noise during HFI operation: Temporal noise (high-frequency) for brain regions
measured as a percent of the median time series signal. a fMRI measurements for the planning
and movement task had little noise (<1 %) in pre-motor (P), motor (M), somatosensory (S), visual
(V ), parietal (Pr), and supplementary motor (Sm) cortex. b The force perception task induced
greater temporal noise in the inner brain regions (slices match C.1). c Temporal noise histograms
for three task types while the subject actively operated HFI or was passive (an operator held HFI).
c.1 Brain slices from a second run of the vision and force perception task. c.2 HFI applied sine wave
forces of 0.1–35 Hz at the end-effector instead of square waves. c.3 Subjects randomly interacted
with a haptic simulation with HFI’s radiofrequency shields removed. Note the dramatic increase in
temporal noise (bottom right)
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4 Experimental Insights
We demonstrate that it is feasible to conduct three degree-of-freedom Haptic fMRI
experiments involving force perception as well as unconstrained motion. Our experiments used an electromagnetically actuated interface, HFI, whose design helps it
achieve high fidelity force generation in the MRI scan room, and whose radiofrequency shields prevent imaging artifacts. Our experiments used simple stimuli and
elicited neural activation patterns consistent with past research. This demonstrates
that we avoid the numerous artifacts possible in fMRI experiments, and sets the
stage for detailed haptic studies to map complex motor coordination patterns, tactile
perception, and visuo-motor integration.
The primary challenge facing Haptic fMRI is to now engineer a transparent six
degree-of-freedom haptic interface that is cost-effective yet achieves robust motion
tracking and force generation over the long-term. For instance, we have used HFI for
more than eighty-five Haptic fMRI scans spread across sixteen sessions over more
than 1 year. Moreover, the device is compact, costs less than ten thousand dollars to
fabricate, and has a short setup time of 10–15 min. Thus, HFI minimizes both fixed
fabrication costs as well as recurring MRI scanning costs. A six degree-of-freedom
successor must meet or exceed HFI’s metrics.
A second challenge is to develop experiment designs that leverage fMRI’s ability
to simultaneously image multiple brain regions at a high spatial resolution, while
accommodating its slow temporal responses. Ideal experiments would ensure that
overlapping sensory or motor task conditions elicit neural activation in anatomically
distinct brain regions. Achieving this, however, requires improving upon past experiments that predict a fractured somatotopic organization where functionally related
limbs are anatomically co-localized [7, 42]. Whole body control frameworks [24,
25] applied to subject-specific musculoskeletal models [43] can provide a theoretical basis to explain this complex organization; testing their predictions with Haptic
fMRI experiments is an immediate future goal.

Appendix
MRI Protocol
All fMRI scans were conducted at Stanford University’s Center for Cognitive and
Neurobiological Imaging on a GE Discovery MR750 3T MRI scanner, with a thirtytwo channel Nova Medical head coil. The scan protocol was gradient echo EPI with
a 16 cm field of view sampled at a 64 × 64 resolution (2.5 × 2.5 × 2.5 mm3 voxels),
a 1.57 s repetition time, a 28 ms echo time, and a 72◦ flip angle. Each scan run was
preceded by 2nd-order polynomial shimming and was sandwiched by spiral fieldmap
scans (2.5×2.5×5 mm3 voxels). Fieldmap scans were conducted within 10 s of each
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scan run’s start and end. After scanning, the fMRI images were slice time corrected,
motion corrected (SPM [44]), spatially undistorted using fieldmaps, and analyzed to
compute temporal noise-to-signal.

fMRI Analysis
Temporal noise-to-signal computations used the median neural response distribution obtained by regressing out a line from each voxel’s time series, computing
the absolute value of the difference between successive time points, computing the
median of these absolute differences, dividing the result by the mean of the original time series, and then multiplying by 100. Cortex segmentation used Freesurfer’s
Desikan-Killiany atlas [45]. Surface registration was done using Freesurfer, and all
surface images were plotted using Freeview. Freeview smoothed the surface plots
while rendering (2 steps).

Estimating fMRI Impulse Response Time Series and R2
fMRI measures changes in blood oxygenation induced by neural metabolic activity
[1, 2], which have a slower time course than neural computation and persist long after
sensory stimuli and motor tasks terminate. Such persistent responses cause raw fMRI
measurements to overlap in experiments where consecutive task conditions are not be
separated by large time-intervals. Separating task conditions by large time-intervals,
however, makes fMRI runs very long, which can induce a variety of unwanted artifacts related to MRI scanner calibration drift, neural adaptation, or subject attention
lapses, microsleep and exhaustion. Instead, we optimized our experiments to ensure
reliable motor task execution [13], which caused fMRI measurements for different
task conditions to overlap.
We segregated neural activation for individual tasks using a finite impulse response
(FIR) model (implemented using GLMdenoise [46]). The FIR model works by associating each task type with a unique time course and segregates time courses while
assuming that overlapping responses sum linearly. fMRI signal linearity, however,
is an active area of research [1, 41, 47]. As such, we randomized inter-task delays
and randomly ordered tasks, which made the model’s time series match anatomical
expectations based on past research (see Figs. 2 and 3; read [6] for an overview).
When tasks were closely spaced in time, as with planning and motion, this method
was noisy. The parts of planning that overlap with motion are thus less reliable and
the confidence interval for the planning time series estimates is larger after motion
starts (but still above zero; see Fig. 1).
We computed 95 % confidence intervals by bootstrapping [48] runs (400 bootstraps), fitting FIR models to each, and taking the median percentile estimates across
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the estimated bootstrap time series. Finally, we computed R 2 values for each voxel
by comparing the time series variance with the variance after regressing out median
FIR model estimates.

Data Collection Protocols
See [13] for precise specifications of the motion protocol. Subjects executed one
practice run inside the MRI scanner, and then executed at least eight scan runs (S1,
10; S2, 8). Each run was 630 s long.
The force and visual perception experiment protocol involved fixed duration stimuli instances with visual, motor, or visual and motor sensory input. The experiment
was divided into runs, and each run was divided into blocks. During each block, the
subject started with their hand at rest. Next, they were instructed to move their hand
into free space. After a randomized delay period of 3–5 s, the subject experienced
two randomly selected stimuli instances. Each stimulus instance was 3–5 s long and
was separated from the other by a randomized delay 3–5 s. Finally, the subject was
required to rest their hands for a random time interval (4–20 s), and then restarted
the process. The subject executed four scan runs with multiple blocks. Each run was
459 s long.
Force magnitudes were set to evenly spaced directions along the x-y plane, with
a magnitude of 1.2 N. The force vectors used were (1.2, 0.0), (0.0, 1.2), (−1.2, 0.0),
(0.0, −1.2), (0.85, 0.0), (0.0, 0.85), (−0.85, 0.0), and (0.0, −0.85).

Haptic and Force Measurement Details
Haptic experiments were conducted with Haptic fMRI Interface [12], a three degreeof-freedom fMRI-compatible device. All motions were right handed, and the haptic
control rate was 350 Hz. The reaching task spanned the entire workspace (see [13]
for more details), but avoided arm motion artifacts [14].
Visual stimuli were displayed on a 30 in. diagonal (76 cm, 16 : 10 aspect ratio)
flat panel display custom built by Resonance Technology. Subjects viewed visual
stimuli through a dual-mirror setup. The visual distance from screen to mirror-2 is
184.4 cm, from mirror-2 to mirror-1 is 6 cm, and from mirror-1 to the eye is about
15 cm, for a total viewing distance of about 205 cm. The visual field of view is about
30◦ , making each visual checkerboard square span about one and a half degrees of
the visual field. The display has a native resolution of 2560 × 1600 but stimuli were
displayed at 1280 × 800. The display has a 7 ms temporal response, and 10-bit color
rendering. The maximum luminance of the display is 329 cd/m2 (red is 88, green is
117, and blue is 124 cd/m2 ).
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Forces were measured using a JR3 85M35A-U560 63N4S force sensor. The raw
sensor data was sampled at 1 KHz, resampled to match HFI’s control rate, and was
finally filtered using a 75 Hz low pass filter to remove high frequency sensor noise.

Human Subjects
Subjects were healthy right-handed males with no history of motor disorders: S1,
29y, 185lb, 5 9 ; S2, 19y, 170lb, 6 2 ; S3, 21y, 160lb, 5 8 . Informed consent was
obtained in advance on a protocol approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB)
at Stanford University.
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